
Safe Investments is an open-source Ethereum investment game built
with it's smart contract system. Ignore all other Ethereum 
multipliers you find, because they are unsustainable. Join my 
investment game instead where you can Earn a stable 3% profit 
easily and instantly. My investment game is sustainable for the 
longer term and you can invest as many times you want, there 
are no limits. You will get paid guaranteed instantly after somebody 
after you invests, it's automatic, and it's a lot of fun.

HOW IT WORKS:

• Invest a minimum of 0.5 Ether (500 Finney)

• Wait until somebody else invests

• You will get paid automatically: your initial investment + 

3% Profit instantly to the address you invested from
• Repeat!

HOW TO INVEST:

Send minimum 0.5 Ether here:

0xc18a451d4ef2a85e7bf8404131c5f994a98bdb15



TRANSPARENCY:

Safe Investments is 100% open-source, automatic and transparent, 
I can't run away with the money, it's impossible, all funds are 
managed and stored in the contract, and I can't access it, 
that's how Ethereum works. A contract is like a robotic artificial-
intelligence on the Ethereum blockchain, that executes the code 
that is written into it, and the money can only be accessed by 
the contract, and you can verify the contract source code here:

https://www.etherchain.org/account/0xc18a451d4ef2a85e7bf8
404131c5f994a98bdb15#code

or here:

https://live.ether.camp/account/c18a451d4ef2a85e7bf8404131
c5f994a98bdb15/contract

SOURCE CODE EXPLAINED:

If you don't understand the code language then let me sum it 
up for you:

1. Your deposit gets registered and is waiting for payout
2. A small commission is sent to me
3. Another investor invests and his investment gets 

registered too waiting for payout
4. Your payment gets sent automatically: initial investment +

3% profit
5. Repeat...

It's that simple, and it's all automatic, Ethereum is a wonderful
technology and it can make you rich automatically!

THE FUTURE IS HERE, INVEST NOW AND EARN 3%!
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